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Let ~ denote a module category, let A and B be objects of ~ ,  and assume End~(A) 
possesses a classical right ring of quotients QA. The goal of this paper is to describe the finitely 
generated projective right QA modules in terms of certain subdirect decompositions (called 
marginal decompositions) of A n, for integers n. The idea is to abstract the category Q~ of 
quasi-isomorphisms of torsion-free abelian groups to a noncommutative setting. We then in- 
vestigate Azumaya-Kruli-Schmidt uniqueness theorems for marginal decompositions of A. 
Applications include an exchange r sult and a classification of those A for which QA is a semi- 
simple ring. 
Introduction 
Let ~ be the category of modules over a fixed but otherwise arbitrary associative 
unital ring, and let A be an object of ~t' for which End.~(A) possesses a classical 
right ring of quotients, QA- The intent of this paper is to discuss the existence of 
projective right QA modules in terms of subdirect decompositions of A in ~4ff. 
Underlying the discussion is the development of a noncommntative rsion of the 
classic Jonsson-Reid Theorem which gives the quasi-decompositon of torsion free 
finite rank abelian groups into the direct sum of strongly indecomposable groups. 
The results are general enough to apply to mixed groups as well as modules over more 
general rings. The idea behind the paper is to generalize the category Qo~ whose 
objects are the torsion free groups and whose homsets are Homz(A, B) ®z Q. Over- 
coming the hurdles in generalizing the commutative r sults to a noncommutative 
setting forms the bulk of the results of the f'wst three sections. 
A more detailed description of the sections follows. 
Section I contains the preliminary material used in the sequel. Much attention is 
devoted to results concerning right Ore localization used in the sequd. 
Section 2 contains the definitions of margimorphism, arginal summand and 
right Ore object, as well as the descriptions of the categories ~(A), .~(A). The 
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functor QHA is introduced and the notation used is standard to the sequel. The 
main lemma and its consequences are also presented in Section 2. Thus, if A is 
margimorphic to A' in ~4~, and if QA is the classical right ring of quotients of 
End~(A), then QA is the classical right ring of quotients of End~(A'). Hence, 
QHA is naturally equivalent to QHA. (Lemma 2.6, its corollary and Theorem 2.7). 
This allows one to treat marginal summands as direct summands. 
The first of two main results of Section 3 is that if QA has a property (.) (and 
this property (.) is possessed by semi-local rings), then EndQA(QHA(B)) is a right 
Ore localization of End~(B) for marginal summands B of A. Stronger esults are 
given when QA is left perfect (Theorem 3.1 and its corollary). The second main 
result of Section 3 shows that if B and D are marginal summands of A, and if 
QHA(B)~QHA(D) in ,4~-QA,  then B is margimorphic to D in an additive 
category ~41(A). The category ~41(A) is full in ~ and has objects those B of ~ for 
which the canonical map Horn~(B, A )~Qa~nd~A)Hon~(B,  A) is an injection 
(Theorem 3.4). 
The results of Section 4 are applications of the previous ections to a generaliza- 
tion of the category ~o~. Theorem 4.1 shows that if Qa has property (.), then 
QHA: ~(A)~ ~(QA) is a partial category equivalence. This serves as an ex- 
planation of the existence of direct sum decompositions of QA in terms of marginal 
decompositions of A in ~A~(A). When QA is semi-perfect, his explanation extends 
to ~(QA), the category of finitely generated projective right QA-modules. Should 
QA be left perfect, then QHA:~(A)/~(A)-*~(QA) is a partial category 
equivalence. This extends Corollary 7.22 of [2] to a noncommutative s tting. 
Section 5 contains the promised extension of the Jonsson-Reid Theorem to a non- 
commutative setting. Other applications include an exchange result from [3], a 
classification of those modules A for which End~(A) is semiprime right Goldie, 
and a short proof of a result due to Goldie, Jategaonkar, and Zelmanowitz (see 
Theorem 5.4 and subsequent results). 
1. Prefiminaries 
Throughout this paper, tings are associative with identity and are denoted R, S, Q 
with assorted super and subscripts. Categories are full subcategories of additive 
categories and denoted by script letters: ,A~-R ,  ,4t', ~(A) ,  etc. Objects of 
categories are denoted by uppercase letters with assorted super and subscripts: 
A, B, C, A', etc. A module category is one which is equal to the category of fight 
modules over a ring. The categorical tools used in this work are basic and can be 
found in [15] or [1]. These books and [2] are the basic references used. Results which 
hold in an additive category are preceeded by an asterisk (,). 
The term 'right localization' in this work means a right Ore localization at a righ~ 
denominator set. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with some of the notions 
associated with localization.Much of this material can be found in [15, Chapter Ill. 
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For the reader's convenience, some results not easily referenced are proven within 
and a list of many results follows. 
A multiplicatively closed set • is called a right denominator set in R if (1) for 
x in R and d in ~,  there are x' in R and d' in • such that xd' = dx' (~ is right Ore 
in R), and (2) if dx = 0 for some x in R and d in ~,  then there is a d" in • such 
that xd' = 0 (~ is fight reversible in R). Given a right denominator set • of R, the 
usual equivalence relation on M x • for fight R-modules M produces a fight 
module of quotients M Id - I ]  =M~ -----M®R R~. The ~-torsion submodule of M is 
{x in M I xd = 0 for some d in • } and is the kernel of the canonical map M-~ M~. 
Thus, a module M is ~-torsion iff M~ = 0 and ~-torsion free if M contains no 
nonzero ~-torsion elements. One often refers to objects as being R~-torsion when 
it is convenient. If X is a subset of the ring R, then one can define the X-torsion 
subset of an R-module M as above. This need not define a submodule of M. A fight 
localization Q of the ring R (i.e., Q=R~ where ~ ={d in RIdQ=Q}) is a flat 
left R-module, so the localization functor • ®R Q is exact. 
Now, let • and ~ '  be two fight denominator sets in the ring R. Then there is 
an isomorphism R~ =R~, iff the class of ~-torsion modules is the class of ~ ' -  
torsion modules. That is, a right R-module M is ~-torsion iff Mis ~'-torsion. Con- 
sequently, for integers n>0,  if ~n= {dlnld in • }, then Mn(R)~n=-Mn(R~). 
A semi-prime ideal I of R is called classically fight localizable in R if the set 
~(I)={d in RId+I  is regular in R/I} is a right denominator set in R and if R/I  
is fight Goldie. In this case, the localization at $'(I) is denoted RI and there is a 
natural isomorphism RI/II = (R/I) I, the latter being the semi-simple classical right 
ring of quotients of R/I. Proposition 4.5 of [14] shows that if I is a classically right 
localizable ideal of R and if e ~ 0 is an idempotent of R, then ele is a classically right 
localizable ideal of eRe and there is a natural isomorphism eRie=(eRe)eie . 
The reader is reminded of the implications 
semi-simple = left Artinian = left perfect ~ semi-perfect 
semi-local = semi-simple modulo the Jacobson radical. 
If R hasany of the above properties and if P is a finitely generated projective right 
R-module, then EndR(P) also has the implied property. A ring R is local iff J(R) 
is the unique maximal ideal of R iff there is a unique maximal right ideal of R iff 
R/J(R) is a division ring. 
If • is a right denominator set of R and if R is ~-torsion free (i.e., if R~ 
is a faithful right R-module), then R~ is called a faithful right localization of 
R. A functor # ' :  ~'--, ~" is called faithful if 'the induced maps Hom~(A,B)---, 
Hom~,(~(A), ~(B)) are injections. ~" is a category equivalence if #" is ful l  (the 
above induced map is onto), faithful and if given A' in ~' ,  there exist A in • and 
an isomorphism A'--- ~(A)  in ~'. The results of Chapter 7of [2] give several category 
equivalences which are of importance in the study of abelian groups. Theorem 7.21 
of [2] will be referred to as the Arnold-Lady Theorem. It states that if ff is an 
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additive category in which idempotents split, and if A is an object of ~, then the 
functor HA(*)= Homf(A, .) is a category equivalence from 9~(A), the category of 
direct summands of finite direct sums of copies of A, onto 9m(End~(A)), the 
category of finitely generated projective right End~(A)-modules. 
Section 5 requires the use of the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem. It states that 
if A~BI (~. . .~B t where each B i has a local endomorphism ring, and if A~.' 
D] ~. . .  ~D s for some indecomposable modules Di, then s = t and there is a per: 
mutation a of {1,...,t} such that Di-~Bo~i) for each i. 
Reid [12] reproved a result of Jonsson's [11] using the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya 
Theorem in the category ~,~ whose objects are the torsion free finite rank abeliau 
groups and whose homsets are Homz(A,B)®zQ. He shows that two torsion free 
finite rank abelian groups A and B are isomorphic in Q ,~ iff A is quasi-isomorphic 
to B in o~, the category of abelian groups. Also, the torsion free finite rank abelian 
group A is strongly indecomposable iff EndQ~(A) is a local ring. From these 
results follows the Jonsson-Reid Theorem: the torsion free finite rank abelian group 
A is quasi-isomorphic to B] ~ . . .  (~B t for some strongly indecomposable groups 
BI ,  . . . ,  B t. Furthermore, if A is quasi-isomorphic to D] ~ ... ~ D s for some strong- 
ly indecomposable groups D], ...,Ds, then s=t and there is a permutation a of 
{ 1, ..., t} such that Di is quasi-isomorphic to Bo~i) in ~ .  See Chapter 7 of [2] for 
details. These are the results to be extended by the sequel. 
The following is listed as Proposition 1.8.8 in [15] and is used to show certain ten- 
sors are zero. Let (Yi)1 be a family of generators of the left R-module M and let 
(xi)1 be a family of elements of the right R-module L for which xi = 0 for almost all 
i in I. Then ~iXi(~Yi - -0 in L®nM iff there exist elements (Uj)j in L and (aji)Jxi 
in R with the properties that aji =0 for almost all (j, i), ~1ajiYi =0 for each j in J, 
and xi = ~j ujaji for each i in I. 
Given an additive category ~,  the phrase " f :  A ~ B is a map in ~41" means that 
A and B are objects of ~ and f is an element of Hom~(A, B). A map f :  A ~A 
in ,4~ is called regular if f is a regular (= nonzero divisor) element of the ring 
End~(A). A monomorphism in ~4~ is a map f :A -*  B in ,41 with the property that 
if h : X~A is a map in ,4/for which fh = 0, then h = 0. An injection is a one-to-one 
function. Dually, one can define epimorphism in ~ and surjection. Note some 
maps can be monomorphisms without being injections. Examples of this kind are 
the endomorphisms of Z(p ~) in ~(Z(p®)) divisible by the prime p. Since 
Endz(Z(p~)) is an integral domain, each endomorphism f :Z(p~) -*Z(p  ~) is a 
monomorphism in ~(Z(p ~)). However, those divisible by p have nonzero kernel 
in ~.  A torsion free example of this sort is given in [5]. 
2. Marginal concepts and the main lemma 
The definitions and basic properties of the terms margimorphism, arginal sum- 
mand, right Ore objects as well as the categories ~gD(A) and ~gD(A) are given i~ 
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the first part of Section 2. The latter half discusses the main lemma of the paper 
and some of its consequences. 
The first notion replaces quasi-isomorphism in the present extension of the 
jonsson-Reid Theorem. 
Definition 2.1. Let f :  A -~A' and g: A'-~A be a pair of monomorphisms in the ad- 
ditive category all. Then (f, g) is a margimorphism pair in ~,  if fg and gf are 
regular maps in ~.  In this case, the maps f and g are called margimorphisms 
(marginal isomorphisms) and the objects A and A' are termed margimorphic n Jll. 
If the additive category ~ is understood, then the terms 'margimorphic' and 'is 
margimorphic to' are used. Evidently, the composition of margimorphisms is a 
margimorphism and the relation 'is margimorphic to' is an equivalence r lation on 
the objects of d~. If regular maps in ~4/are monomorphisms in ~t', then proving 
that (f, g) is a margimorphism pair in d t  reduces to proving fg and gf are regular 
maps in ~.  
For torsion free abelian groups A, A' and a quasi-isomorphism f :  A --A', A'/f(A) 
is finite. Thus, multiplication by n = card(A'/f(A)) forms a margimorphism pair 
(f, n :A'-*A). If A and A '  are of finite rank, then a margimorphism from A to A' 
is a quasi-isomorphism (see [2, Chapter 0]). 
Definition 2.2. Let A, B, B' be objects in the additive category ~/t. Then Bt~B" is 
a marginal decomposition f A in ¢//, if B ~ B' is margimorphic to A in ~41. In this 
case, B is a marginal summand of A. 
Because isomorphisms are obviously margimorphisms, direct summands are 
marginal summands. The paragraph preceding Definition 2.2 shows that marginal 
summands of torsion free finite rank abelian groups are quasi-summands. The con- 
verse is true for general torsion free abelian groups. 
Definition 2.3. Let A be an object in an additive category ~4/. Then $'~(A) is the 
full subcategory of ~ whose objects are marginal summands of A in all. The full 
subcategory of ~ whose objects are the marginal summands of finite direct sums 
of copies of A is denoted ~41~(A). 
If End~(A) is a quotient ring (i.e., each regular element is a unit), then ~'~(A) 
is the category of summands of A in ~//. If for each integer n > 0, Mn(End~(A)) is 
a quotient ring, then ~41~(A)= ~(A), the category of summands of finite direct 
sums of copies of A. 
For lack of a better name, call an object A of the additive category ¢// a right 
Ore object in ~ if End~(A) possesses a classical fight ring of quotients. This quo- 
tient ring is always denoted QA when it exists. For fight Ore objects A of ¢//, define 
a functor QH A : ,~ --* ~4~-QA by 
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QHA( *) = Hornet(A, *) ®~nd,(A) QA = HA (*) (~)End~c(A) QA " 
Since Q,4 is a fiat left End.~(A)-module, QHA is left exact [15, Chapter II.3.5]. 
The lemma gathers ome useful facts on margimorphisms. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A, A' be objects of  the additive category ~.  
(a) Let f :A~A;  g :A '~A be monomorphisms in ~tl. Then (f,g) is a margi. 
morphism pair in ~41 if f  f and g are bimorphisms in ~41~(A). 
(b) I f  (fi " A ~ Ai, gi " Ai ~ A) are margimorphism pairs in ~ll for i = 1,..., t, then 
the canonical maps (~j~" At--* (~ Ai, (~ gi" (~ Ai "~ At form a margimorphism pair 
in ~lt. 
(c) For each integer n>0 and object A'  margimorphic to A in H, 
~IIH (A ) = .~gH (A n ) = .AIH (A ' ). 
(d) ~4/H(A) is closed under finite direct sums. 
(e) I f ( f :  A ~A;  g :A'-~A) is a margimorphism pair and if A is right Ore in H, 
then QHa(g) : QHA(A')~QHA(A) is an isomorphism in ~41@~-Qa. 
(f) HA : ~//H(A)-~ 41~-End~(A)/s faithful. I f  A is a right Ore object of  H, 
then QH a • ~4IH(A) ~ ~41~-Qa is faithful. 
(g) I f  (f, g) is a margimorphism pair in ~41, then (HA(f), HA(g)) is a margimor. 
phism pair in ~4/@fl~-End~(A). 
Proof. (a) If f and g are bimorphisms in ~4/H(A), then gf and fg are regular maps 
in ~.  Thus, it remains to assume (f, g) is a margimorphism pair in ~//and to prove 
f and g are bimorphisms in ~//H(A). Let h :A'--*B be a map in ¢//H(A) such that 
h f= O. The definition of marginal summand implies the existence of an integer n > 0, 
an object B' of ~ ,  and a margimorphism G:B~B' -~A n in ~41. Let p:An~A be 
any one of the canonical projections determining A n and let j :B- -*Bt~B'  be the 
injection for B. Then (fpGj)(hf)g=O. Since fpG jh :A '~A ' ,  the regularity of fg 
shows fpGjh = O. Now f is a monomorphism in ~,  so pGjh = O. Since p was 
arbitrary, Gjh =0, and since G,j are monomorphisms, h =0. Becausef is a mono- 
morphism in ~/l, f is a bimorphism in ~//H(A). Similarly for g. 
(b) Let F= 0~)f/and let G = (~gi be the indicated maps. Since the direct sum of 
monomorphisms in ,4/ is a monomorphism, F and G are monomorphisms. Let 
h:~Ai~(~Ai  be a map in ~4~ such that h(FG)=O. Then (GhF)(GF)=O. The 
regularity of  GF shows GhF= 0, and so hF= O. (G is a monomorphism in ~4/.) Let 
j : A "+A t be one of the canonical injections determining A t and for indices m, k, let 
.~ : A k -+ (~A i and P I  : (~A i  -'~Am be the injections and projections determining 
(~Ai. Then Fj =AA for some k_< t. Thus, 0 = hF= (Pmh)(Fj) = (pmhjQfk. By part 
(a), fk is a bimorphism in ~4/H(A). Since A m, A k are in ~H(A) ,  pmhjk = 0. But p~ 
was arbitrarily choosen as was j. Thus, p,nhje=O for all m, k<t ,  implying h=0, 
Similarly, GF is regular in ~4t, so (F, G) is a margimorphism pair in ~' .  
(c) By using part 0a) to prove that A n is margimorphic to (A') n for each positive 
integer n, one proves ~4/H(A)=,AIH(A'). 
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Evidently, ,.~#'(A n) is a full subcategory of dlg~(A). Given an object B of 
~gP(A), there is an integer m > 0 such that B is a marginal summand of Am. By 
part CoL B" is a marginal summand of (Am)n=-(An) m.Thus, ,~'~(A) is a full sub- 
category of dCgp(An), and equality follows. 
(d) If B is a marginal summand of A' ,  and if k is a positive integer, claim 
B@A k is a marginal summand of A n+k. To prove this, it suffices to assume B is 
margimorphic to A n, ( f :A '~B,  g :B~A' )  a margimorphism pair in ~' .  Let 
g<~ 1 :BOAk~An(~Ak be the obvious map and let f t~ 1 :An~Ak~B(~A k be 
similarly defined. Evidently, f~  1 and g<~ 1 are monomorphisms in ,~'. Given a 
map h:Bt~Ak~B~A k such that h(fO)l)(g~l)=O=h(fgO)l), then let 
p :B@Ak~B be the projection for B and let j : B ~Bt~A icbe the injection for B. 
Then ( fg~ 1)j=j(fg). Thus, O=h(fg~ 1)=ph(fgt~ 1)j=(phj)fg. The regularity 
offg implies phj=O. As in part (b), then, h=0 and ( f~  1)(gt~ 1) is regular in C. 
Similarly, (gt~ 1)( f~ 1) is regular in rig, so (ft~ l, g0)1) is a margimorphism 
pair. 
Now, given objects B 1, ... ,B  t of ,.~,~(A), the above paragraph allows one to 
choose an integer n > 0 such that each Bi is a marginal summand of A n. Then 
BI@'" (~B t is a marginal summand of (an)t=a nt by part (b). Thus, ~¢¢~(A) is 
closed under finite direct sums. 
(e) Note QHA(A)=QA, and that QHA(gf) is left multiplication by gf. Since gf 
is regular in End~(A), QHa(gf) is a unit. Thus, QHa(g) is a surjection. By defini- 
tion, QHA(g) is an injection, so QHA(g) is an isomorphism in ,4¢¢~-QA. 
(f) Let h:B~D be a map in dg~(A) such that HA(h)=O. Since B and D are 
summands of objects margimorphic to A n for large enough n (part (d)), there is no 
loss of generality in assuming B and D are margimorphic to A n. Then HA,(h)=0. 
Let F :A '~B be a margimorphism and note hF=O. Part (a) shows h=O. Thus, 
HA:d l~(A)~dl~-Qa is a faithful functor. 
Now assume A is a right Ore object of d/.  If h : B ~D is a map in d l~(A)  such 
that QHA (h) = O, then as above, there is no loss of generality in assuming B and D 
margimorphic to A n for some n>0.  Then hHa(B) is a Qa-torsion submodule of 
Ha(D). The monomorphism D~A"  induces an injection HA(D)~H4(A') in 
dgO~-End~(A). Thus, Ha(D) is QA-torsion free. Therefore, hHa(B)=O. By the 
above paragraph, h= 0. Hence, QHA is a faithful functor on dl~(A). 
(g) By part (d), A ~A '  is an object of ,X/~(A). Let ft~g: A t~A'~A t~A" be the 
obvious map and note ( f~g)( f t~g)= (fg~gf). Since the direct sum of bimor- 
phisms in ~4/~(A) is a bimorphism in ~'~(A) (part (a)), fgt~gf is a bimorphism 
in dt~(A). Thus, HA@A,(fg(~gf)  is a regular endomorphism of HA~A,(A ~A' ) .  
Because HA(A) and HA(A') axe direct summands of HA~A,(A t~A') and because 
Ha~a,(fg(~gf) restricted to HA(A), (respectively, Ha(A')), is left multiplication 
by gf, (respectively, fg), HA(g]" ) and HA(J'g) are regular maps in dlO~-End~(A). 
Since Ha(g I" ) = HA(g)HA(f) , (Ha(f), Ha(g)) is a margimorphism pair in dg~[g- 
End.a(A). [] 
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The next lemma gathers ome well-known facts on localization. Its proof is in- 
cluded for the convenience of the reader. 
Lemma 2.5. Let S be a subring o f  the ring R and let ff~ be a right denominator set 
in R. Assume ~ contains a right regular element do. Let ~ '= do~ O { 1 }. 
(a) ~ '  is a right denominator set in R and the torsion classes for  • and ~ ' agree. 
(b) I f  • is a subset of  S and i f  R /S  is a ~-torsion set, then • is a right 
denominator set in S and the inclusion S c_ R lifts to an isomorphism of  rings 
S~ ---R~. 
(c) I f  do R c_ S, then ~ '  is a right denominator set in S and there is a ring iso- 
morphism S~,= R~. 
(d) I f  do R c_ S and i f  R~ is the classical right ring o f  quotients of  R, then R~ is 
the classical right ring of  quotients o f  S. 
(e) I f  • "  is a right denominator set in S and i f  R /S  is ~ "-torsion, then •"  is 
a right denominator set in R. 
Proof. (a) Let x in R, let d in • ', and say dx= 0. There is a d' in • such that 
d = clod'. Since do is right regular in R, 0 = dx = do(d'x) = d'x = d'(xdo). Since • is 
right reversible in R, there is a d" in • such that 0=x(d0d"). Thus, ~ '  is right 
reversible. Similarly, ~ '  is right Ore in R. 
Because ~ '  c_ ~,  each • '-torsion module is a ~-torsion module. Let m be an ele- 
ment in a ~-torsion module M. Then there is a d in • such that md= 0. The right 
Ore property for • shows there are d' and d" in ~ such that dd'=dod". Thus, 
m(dod") = 0 and M is a • '-torsion module, i.e., the torsion classes for ~ and ~'  
agree. 
(b) Evidently, • is right reversible in S. Let x in S and d in ~.  Since ~ is a right 
Ore set in R, there are x' in R and d' in • such that xd'=dx'.  Since R/S  is ~- 
torsion, there is a d" in • such that x'd" is in S. Thus, x(d'd")= d(x'd") and x'd" 
is in S. That is, • is right Ore in S. The isomorphism is produced by applying the 
localization functor to the exact sequence O~S~R~R/S-~O and noting that 
(R/S)~ = 0 since R/S  is now a ~- tors ion  module. 
(c) Use part (b) and the fact that the right Ore property of ~ '  means R/S  is ~'- 
torsion when doR c_ S. 
(d) By part (a), (b) and (c), there is no loss of generality in assuming ~ is a subset 
of S. Let d be a regular element of S. If x in R is such that xd = 0, then doxd = O. 
Since dox is in S, dox = 0 = x. (do is right regular in R.) Thus, d is left regular in R. 
If x in R is such that dx= 0, then there is a d' in • such that xd" is in S. (R/S is 
-torsion as in part (c).) Because d is regular in S, xd'= O. Since R~ is the classical 
right ring of quotients of R, xd'=O=x.  That is, d is regular in R, and so R~ is the 
classical right ring of quotients of S. 
(e) Proceed as above. [] 
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The following is the main lemma of the paper. It demonstrates the invariance of 
localization under margimorphism. 
,Lemma 2.6. Let ( f  :A~A' ,g :A '~A)  be a margimorphism pair in the additive 
category all. Let • be a right denominator set in End~(A) containing gf. Let 
Sg= {s" A ~ A lsg= gs' for some s" in End~(A')} and let S~= {s" A' ~A' l sg= gs" 
for some s in End~(A)}. 
(a) There is a ring isomorphism A : S'g ~ Sg such that A (fg)= gf. 
(b) End.~(A')fg c_S~ and gfEnd~(A) c_ Sg. 
(c) There is a right denominator set ~ ' of  S~ containing fg and there are natural 
isomorphisms End~(A)~ = (Ss)at ~,) = End~c(A')~ ,. 
Proof. (a) Define a relation d : S~ ~Sg by d(s') = s iff sg = gs'. Since g is an epimor- 
phism in dg~(A), A is well defined, thus a function. That d is an injection follows 
from the fact that g is a monomorphism in ~'.  The definition of Sg shows A is a 
surjection. That A is a ring homomorphism is readily demonstrated. Since 
(gf)g = g(fg), A(fg) = gf. 
(b) Follows immediately from the definitions of S~ and Sg. 
(c) Note that g f~ 13 { 1 } is a right denominator set in Sg by part (b) and Lemma 
2.5(c). Thus, • '=A- l (g f~ )13 {1} is a right denominator set in S~. Then d lifts to 
(Sg)a(~,) =(S~)~,. Part (b) and Lemma 2.5(e) show ~'  is a right denominator set in 
End~c(A'). Note A(~ ' )=gf~ t.J {1}, so Lemma 2.5(b) and Lemma 2.5(c) produce 
isomorphisms 
End~(A)~----(Sg),a(~,) and End~(A')~,=_(Sg)~,. [] 
.Corollary 1. Let ( f  :A - ,A ' ,g  :A'--,A) be a margimorphism pair in the additive 
category dr. 
(a) The isomorphisms of Lemma 2.6(c) provide a one-to-one correspondence b - 
tween the isomorphism classes of  right localizations of  End~(A) in which gf is a 
unit and the isomorphism classes o f  right localizations of  End~(A') in which fg is 
a unit. 
(b) A is a right Ore object in d t  i f f  A'  is a right Ore object in dl. In this case, 
there is a ring isomorphism QA = QA'. 
Proof. (a) If Q is a right localization of the ring R, then Q---R~ where • = 
{d in R IdQ= Q}. Thus, Lemma 2.6(c) provides the correspondence. 
(b) By Lemma 2.5(d) and Lemma 2.6(b), QA is the classical right ring of quo- 
tients of Sg. By Lemma 2.6(a), Q,4 is the classical right ring of quotients of S~. By 
Lemma 2.5(e), QA is a right localization of End~(A'). One readily shows that 
regular elements of End~(A') are units of QA using the right Ore property of ~ '  
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Thus, QA is the classical fight ring of quotients of End~(A'), and so A' is a right 
Ore object of ,4/. [] 
Therefore, if Q is a fight localization of End~(A) in which gf  is a unit, then Q 
can be considered as a fight localization of End.c(A') via the isomorphism 4. 
Under this identification, the tensor products in the next result are defined. 
Theorem 2.7 is a device through which marginal summands of A are treated as 
direct summands. 
.Theorem 2.7. Let ( f  :A ~A;  g :A'--,A) be a margimorphism pair in the additive 
category ,4{. Let Q be a right localization of  End~,(A) in which gf is a unit. For 
X=A,  A" define a functor QHx: ,4{ --,~41~-Q by QHx(,) =Hx(*)~nd~(X) Q. 
Then there is a natural equivalence of functors ~9 :QHA -" QHA,. 
Proof. For each object B of J{, a natural isomorphism ~B: QHA(B)-" QHA,(B) is 
to be constructed. Maintain the notation of Lemma 2.6 and let ~ ={d in 
Sg[dQ = Q }. Then • is a fight denominator set in Sg and g/" is an element of 
(Lemma 2.6(b) and hypothesis). By Lemma 2.6(c), Q---(Sg)~. Under the change of 
scalars induced by A, consider fight S~-modules as right Sg-modules (i.e., for x in 
the right S~-module M, and for s in Sg, xs=xA-l(s)). Let g*= Hom~(g,B), a
function from HA(B) into HA,(B). Claim: g* lifts to a natural isomorphism 1~ B. 
Firstly, g* is an Sg-module homomorphism since given h in HA(B) and s in Ss, 
g*(hs) = h(sg)= h(gA-1 (s))= (hg)s =g*(h)s by the change of scalars and the def'mi- 
tion of A. Thus, by applying *~szQ to g* one induces a Q-module 
homomorphism 
g*®l  : HA(B)®s, Q~ HA,(B)~st Q. 
To prove g*®l  is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove kerg* and cokerg* 
are ~-torsion Sg-modules. So, let h in kerg*. Then O=hg=h(gf). Since gf is 
in ~,  kerg* is ~-torsion. Given h in HA,(B), the change of scalars shows 
h(gf) = h(fg) = g*(hf), an element of g*(HA (B )). (Lemma 2.6(a) shows zl (fg) = gf.) 
Thus, coker g* is ~-torsion, and g*® 1 is an isomorphism. The universal property 
of quotient modules [15, Proposition II.3.1], shows there are isomorphisms 
¢os : QHA(B)--,HA(B)®sz Q and oJ'B : QHA,(B)-'HA,(B)®s. Q in ¢I[~.Q. These 
isomorphisms are natural in B. Thus, setting 13B=(~OS)-f(g*®I)(oJB), one has 
constructed an isomorphism from QHA(B) onto QHA,(B ). The naturality of ~B 
follows from the naturality of g*® 1. That g*® 1 is natural is the associative law 
for the composition of functions. The details are left to the reader. The natural 
equivalence Q : QHA'-" QHA, is the collection of the £2B. [] 
When A is a fight Ore object of ~' ,  gf  is a unit of QA. 
• Corollary 1. Let A and A" be margimorphic objects of the additive category •, 
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and assume A is a right Ore object of ~4t. Then there is a natural equivalence of 
functors f2: QHA ~ QH,¥. 
Applications of Theorem 2.7 are given in Section 3. 
3. Margimorphism and localization 
Throughout his section, A denotes a right Ore object of the additive category 
~,  and QA is the classical right ring of quotients of End~(A). The functor 
QHA : ell -~ ~41~-QA is that given after Definition 2.3. Theorem 3.1 shows that if 
B is a marginal summand of A in de, then EndQA(QHA(B)) is a right localization 
of End~(B). The category ~4/(A) of A-torsion free objects of ,4/is introduced and 
some of its basic properties developed. Theorem 3.4 classifies isomorphism under 
QHA in terms of margimorphism in ~(A) .  
A natural hypothesis is made on QA for the results of this section. Let e be a 
nonzero idempotent of the ring R and let • be a right denominator set of R. Call 
e-diagonalizable if er ie  is a right localization of ere for which eRee/edRe is 
eR~ e-torsion for each d in ~.  For lack of a better name, the ring Q is said to have 
property (,) if 
(,) Given a subring R of Q for which Q is canonically a right localization of R, 
then the set • = {d in R [dQ = Q } is e-diagonalizable for each nonzero idempotent 
eof R. 
Recall that if Q is a right localization of the subring R, then the set • = {d in 
R[dQ= Q} is a right denominator set of R, and there is a natural isomorphism of 
rings R~ ~ Q. Thus the use of the term 'e-diagonalizable' is justified. The interest 
here is not on an internal characterization f rings Q having property (,), but on 
the exploitation of this property in the study of margimorphism. Rings having pro- 
perry (,) are examined in [6]. Examples of tings having property (,) include those 
Q in which each idempotent is central (e.g., reduced regular ings), as well as f'mite 
algebras over commutative tings. Proposition 4.5 of [14] shows that semi-local rings 
have property (,). (Stafford phrases the result in terms of classically localizable 
ideals.) An elementary lemma precedes the first of two main results of the section. 
Lemma 3.0. Let Q be a ring having property (,) and let R be a subring of Q. Say 
Q is a right localization of R. Then for each cyclic projective right R-module P, the 
embedding EndR(P)--* EndQ(P ®R Q) makes EndQ(P®R Q) a right localization of 
F ndR(P). 
Proof. There is an idempotent e of R and an isomorphism of right R-modules 
eR--,P. It is known that End~(P)=eRe naturally, in this case. Note P®R Q is a 
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cyclic projective right Q-module and eQ=P®R Q. Thus, there is a natural isomor. 
phism EndQ(P ~R Q)--" eQe. Since Q has property (.), eQe is a right localization of 
eRe. The naturality of the isomorphisms shows EndQ(P®R Q) is a tight localiza. 
tion of EndR(P) via the embedding EndR(P)--*EndQ(P®R Q). [] 
The above result for direct summands extends to marginal summands using 
Theorem 2.7. 
,Theorem 3.1. Let Q be a faithful right localization of End~(A) where A is an ob. 
ject of the additive category ~¢~. Assume Q has property (,). Let ( f  :A-*A', 
g :A'-*A) be a margimorphism pair in all such that gf is a unit of Q and 
let QHA,QHA, be defined as in Theorem 2.7. Then the canonical map 
End~(B)--* EndQ(QHA(B)) makes EndQ(QHA(B)) a right localization of End.c(B) 
for each summand B of A'. 
Proof. By Corollary l(a) to Lemma 2.6, Q is a faithful right localization of 
End~(A') and by Theorem 2.7, there is a natural equivalence I2: QHA --" QHA, of 
functors. As in Lemma 2.4(f), QHA and QHA, are faithful on d/~(A). Thus, there 
are injections la : End~(B)--* EndQ(QHA(B)) and lt" : End~(B)-* EndQ(QHA,(B)). 
Conjugation by the isomorphism I2B is an isomorphism of rings O: EndQ(QHA(B))-~ 
EndQ(QHA,(B)) and the naturality of I2 asserts that Olz=lz'. Thus, /z makes 
EndQ(QHA(B)) a right localization of End~(B) iff EndQ(QHA,(B)) is so. Hence, 
there is no loss of generality in assuming A = A'. 
To simplify subscripts, let R =End~(A). Since B is a summand of A, HA(B) is 
a summand of R and there is an isomorphism End~(B)-EndR(HA(B)) taking a 
map h :B-*B to HA(h). By Lemma 3.0, EndQ(HA(B)®R Q)=EndQ(QHA(B)) isa 
right localization of EndR(HA (B)) via the canonical map. The composition of these 
maps takes h to QHA(h). Thus, EndQ(QHA(B)) is a tight localization of End~t(B) 
via the canonical map. [] 
If one assumes that QA is left perfect, then each object of ~//~(A) is a fight Ore 
object of ~ .  
,Corollary 1. Let A be a right Ore object of the additive category ~¢l, and assume 
that QA is left perfect. Let B be an object of ~(A) .  
(a) QHA(B) is a finitely generated projective right QA-module. 
(b) End~(QHA(B)) is canonically the left perfect, classical right ring of quo- 
tients of End~(B). 
Proof. Let Q = Q,4. The proof requires everal results on left perfect ings that can 
be found in either [15] or [1]. Given a f'mitely generated projective tight module P 
over the left perfect ring Q, Endo(P ) is left perfect. Because left perfect ings Q 
have the descending chain condition on principle tight ideals, tight regular elements 
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of Q are units of Q, i.e., left perfect rings are quotient rings. Recall that left perfect 
rings are semi-local, and so by [14], have property (.). (This can also be found in 
[13].) 
(a) Let B be a summand of the object A' of ~4{ and let A' be margimorphic to 
A n in ~ for some integer n>0. Let (f,g) be a margimorphism pair for A n and A'. 
Note there is an isomorphism in , a~-Q,  QHA(An)=Q n. Thus, it suffices to 
prove QHA(A')=-QHA(A n) in ~4{~-Q. Since gf is a monomorphism in ~,  
(gf)*= QHA(gf) is an injection in ~-Q.  Thus, (gf)* is a right regular element 
in the left perfect ring EndQ(QHA(An)). Then (gf)* is an automorphism of 
QH~(An). It follows as in Lemma 2.4(e) that g*: QHA(A')-~QHA(A n) is an iso- 
morphism in ~-Q.  
(b) There is an integer n, and an object A' of ~ such that B is a summand 
of A' and A'  is margimorphic to A n in ~.  Let Qn=Mn(Q) and note that Qn 
is a left perfect, right localization of End~c(An)=MnOEnd~(A)). The right Ore 
property shows that right regular elements of End~(A n) are the right regular 
(units) of Qn. Thus Qn -= QA n, and A n is a right Ore object of ~ .  By Theorem 3.1, 
EndQn(QHA~(B)) is a right localization of Endue(B). As above, EndQ~(QHA4B)) 
is the classical right ring of quotients of Endae(B). Now, .®Q Qn is a fully faithful 
functor from d~C~-Q to ,a~-Qn (the Morita Theorems). Thus, there is a 
natural isomorphism of rings EndQ~(QHAn(B)) = EndQ(QHA(B)) since QHa~(B) =- 
QHA(B)®QQ n in ~-Qn.  Therefore, EndQ(QHA(B)) is the left perfect, 
classical right ring of quotients of End~(B). [] 
Applications of Theorem 3.1 to the existence of marginal decompositions of right 
Ore objects is the subject of Section 5. 
The next goal of this section is to prove that if QHA(B) = QHA(D) in ~//~-QA 
for marginal summands B, D of A in ~,  then B is margimorphic to D in a certain 
full subcategory of d{. 
Definition 3.2. Let A be a right Ore object of the additive category ~,  and let QA 
denote the classical right ring of quotients of Endat(A). An object B of ~ '  is called 
A-torsion free if the canonical map Homat(B, A)--* QA <~nd~,4) Homat(B, A) is an 
injection. The full subcategory of d/whose object class is the class of A-torsion free 
objects is denoted ,~//(A). 
The reason for forming ~(A)  is the same reason one distinguishes between tor- 
sion and torsion free abelian groups. That is, there are certain homomorphisms 
which in ~(A)  are monomorphisms that would otherwise possess ome kernel. In 
the category o~ of abelian groups, A{(~)= ~.  In this way, A-torsion free objects 
do not conform to the usual notion of 'torsion free', i.e., they are not subobjects 
of products of copies of A. A-torsion free objects do present some desirable pro- 
perties. 
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,Proposition 3.3. Let A be a right Ore object of  the additive category ~4t. 
(a) ~//(A) is an additive category closed under direct summands. 
(b) For integers n > O, ~(A)  = ~(A  n). 
(c) ~'~(A) is a full subcategory of  ~(A) .  
(d) I f  A is margimorphic to A" then A-torsion free objects are A'-torsion free. 
(e) The regular maps c : A--, A are monomorphisms in ~4((A). 
Proof. (a) and (b) are consequences of the split exactness of the Hom and Tensor 
functors. 
(c) Let B be an object of ~/19~(A). In view of parts (a) and (b), it suffices to assume 
B is margimorphic to A in ~,  and then prove B is A-torsion free. Let 
( f :A - ,B ,g :B - - ,A )  be a margimorphism pair in ~/¢. There is a commutative 
diagram of abelian groups 
Hom~(B, A) 
Hom~(A, A) 
QA ®End.~(A) Hom~(B, A) 
1 @f* 
' QA  (~)End,A,(A) Hom~(A, A) 
where f *= Hom~(f,  A) and the rows are canonical. Since the bottom row is ob- 
viously an injection, the c0mmutativity of the diagram reduces the problem to prov- 
ing f*  is an injection. But given h :B--,A with O=f*(h)=hf, then h=O since f is  
a bimorphism in ~4/9~(A) (Lemma 2.4(a)). Thus f*  is an injection and B is an object 
of ~//(A). 
(d) Due to the symmetry involved, it suffices to prove that if B is not A- 
torsion free, then B is not A'-torsion free. Let ( f :A - ,A ' ,g :A ' - - ,A )  be a 
margimorphism pair in ,4/ and let h:B~A be a map for which 1 ®h =0 in 
QA~d~(A) Hom~c(B, A). Since gf is a unit of QA, 1 ®(gf)h = 0. By Proposition 
1.8.8 of [15], there are elements aj of End~(A) and uji of Q,4 such that ~i ujiaj = 1, 
and ~,jaj(gf)h=O. Then ~,j(fajg)fh=O. 
Choose vji in Q,4, such that A(oji)=uji(gf) -l for eachj where/1 :QA'-'QA is the 
lifting of the map A in Lemma 2.6. Let bj =fajg. Then 
~. /1(vjibj)= ~, uji(gf)-~(gfaj)= ~ uj~aj= 1 
i i i 
since/1(fajg)=gfaj by definition of A (see Lemma 2.6). Thus Y.jvjbj= 1 since A 
is a ring isomorphism. Therefore, 1 ®fh = 0 in Q~'~.ad.dA')Hom~(B, A) by Pro- 
position 1.8.8 of [15]. That is, B is not A'-torsion free. 
(e) Let c :A --,A be regular in ,4/. Let h : B--,A be a map in ~4/(A) such that ch =0. 
Then l®h=c- l®ch=O in the appropriate tensor product. Since B is A-torsion 
free, h = 0. That is, c is a monomorphism in ~4t'(A). [] 
• Coron,  1. Let A be a right Ore object of the additive category ~.  
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(a) (f :  A ~A' ,  g: A'~A)  is a margimorphism pair in ~(A)  i ff  all(A) = ~41(A') 
while gf and fg are regular maps in ~41. 
Co) ( f  :A--*A;g :A" ~A)  is a margimorphism pair in all(A) i f  g is a monomor- 
phism in d¢ while gf  and fg are regular in all. 
proof. (a) Assume (f,g) is a margimorphism pair in all(A). Since d/(A) is an ad- 
ditive category (Proposition 3.3(a)), Proposition 3.3(d) shows that each object of 
~/l(A) is A'-torsion free. The proof of Proposition 3.3(d) can be used to show that 
an A'-torsion free object of d / i s  A-torsion free. Thus, ,~(A) = ~(A ' ) .  That fg and 
gf are regular is from Definition 2.1. Conversely, assume ~/~(A)=,d/(A') while fg 
and gf are regular in ~' .  By Proposition 3.3(e) and the hypothesis, fg and gf are 
rnonomorphisms in ~'(A). Thus, g andf  are monomorphisms in all(A) and so (f, g) 
is a margimorphism pair in ~(A) .  
(b) By Proposition 3.3(e), gf is a monomorphism in ~4~(A). The rest is ob- 
vious. [] 
Since all(A) is an additive category, one can discuss margimorphism in ~'(A). 
This can lead to confusion as to where the objects of d/~(A) are taken from. To 
indicate that margimorphism is taken in the category f¢, one writes dl~(A) /~,  
'dt~P(A) over 9g'. If the category f~ is understood, then the 'over f~' is dropped 
from the notation. In general dl~(A) /d l  is properly contained in dl~(A)A41(A). 
Notice that the results given previously are set in an arbitrary, (though fixed), additive 
category. They then hold for all(A). Thus, the functors QHA:dl(A)-~ d~-QA 
and QHA,: ~(A ' )  -* d l~-QA are naturally equivalent for objects A, A' margimor- 
phic in all(A). Also, QHA is a faithful functor on the category dl~(A)/dl(A). 
Armed with these ideas, one can internally classify the isomorphism of objects 
under QHA in terms of margimorphism. The results are most complete when QA is 
left perfect. 
,Theorem 3.4. Let A be a right Ore object of the additive category ~,  and let B 
and D be objects of  Jll~(A)/dl(A). 
(a) QHA(B)= QHA(D) in d l~-QA iff  there are bimorphisms in dt~(A)/dl(A) 
f:B-*D, g:D-*B. 
(b) I f  QHA(B)--QHA(D ) in dlO~-QA, then B is margimorphic to D in all(A). 
Proof. (a) The idea behind the proof is to manoeuver to the case where B and D 
are direct summands of A 2, and then apply the following known lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Let Q be a right localization of  the ring R and let P', P" be finitely 
generated projective right R modules. Of the statements (a), (b), and (c), 
(a),~ (b) = (c). I f  Q is a semi-local, then (c) ~ (b). 
(a) P'®R Q=Pn ®~ Q in d l~-Q.  
(b) There is a map f :  P'--* P" in dl~fl~-R such that ker f and coker fare Q-torsion 
R-modules. 
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(c) There are maps f :  P'--* P# and g: P~-~ P' in d t~-R  such that coker f and 
coker g are Q-torsion R-modules. 
Proof. (a)~,(b). Assume P'®R Q=P#®R Q in d/dr~-Q. The projective property 
of P '  in d/gr~-R produces a map f :  P'-*P# such that f® 1 : P ' t~ R Q --*P# ®R Q is 
an isomorphism. The exactness of the functor • ®R Q shows both ker r® R Q and 
coker f®R Q are zero. Thus, ker f and coker f are Q-torsion R-modules. 
Conversely, apply • ®R Q to f to produce the isomorphism. 
(b) = (c). This is the symmetry of (a) and the equivalence (a)~ Co). 
Now, assume Q is semi-local and that (c) holds. Then, the exactness of *®R Q 
shows f® 1 and g@ 1 are surjections in d l~-Q.  Since P'  and P# are projective 
right R-modules, P'®R Q and P#®R Q are projective right Q-modules. Thus, 
P '®R Q is a direct summand of P"®R Q and P#®R Q is a direct summand of 
P'®R Q- Since P'®R Q is a finitely generated projective module over a semi-local 
ring, P'®R Q has the descending chain condition on direct summands. A con- 
tradiction to this fact occurs unless f® 1 is an isomorphism. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let Q = QA, let A be margimorphic to A;  A" where B is a 
direct summand of A'  and D is a direct summand of A'. (Margimorphism is in 
de(A).) By Lemma 2.4(b), the margimorphisms piece together to form the margi- 
morphism pair (F: A2--,A'(~A ", G : A'@A" ~A 2) in all(A). Let Q2=M2(Q), and 
note that Q2 is a faithful right localization of M2(End~(A))-=-End~(A2). Because 
GF is a diagonal element of Q2 with invertible diagonal entries in Q, GF is a unit of 
Q2. Thus, Lemma 2.6 shows Q2 is a faithful right localization of End.~(A'~)A"). 
To simplify further discussion, let A°=A'@A ", ,~(A  °) =,~g,~(A°)/,~(A°). 
Assume QHA(B)=QHA(D) in d~-Q.  By Theorem 2.7, there are natural 
isomorphisms in d /~-Q2,  
QHAo(B )= QHA2(B )-~ QHA~(D ) --- QHAo(D ). 
Because B and D are direct summands of A o, and because Q2 is a faithful localiza- 
tion of End~(A°), HAo(B) and HAo(D) are Q2-torsion free cyclic projective fight 
End,~(A°)-modules. By Lemma 3.5(b), there are End~(A °) module homomor- 
phisms f ' :  HAo(B) ~ HAo(D) and g': HAo(D) ~ HAo(B) such that ker f ' ,  ker g', 
coker f ' ,  and coker g' are Q2-torsion End~(A°)-modules. Thus, ker f '=  ker g '= (0). 
Hence f '  and g' are injections. Let h be a homomorphism of Q2-torsion free 
End~(A°)-modules such that hf'= O. Then h(HAo(D)) is a homomorphic image of 
HAo(D)/f'(HAo(B)) =cokerf' .  Since cokerf '  is Q2-torsion and since the codomain 
of h is Q2-torsion free, h =0. That is, f '  is a bimorphism in the category of 
Q2-torsion free End~c(A°)-modules. Similarly, g' is a bimorphism in the same 
category. 
Now, the Arnold-Lady Theorem provides maps f :B - - ,D  and g :D- ,B  in 
~'(A° )~(A  °) such that HAo(f)=f' and HA0(g)=g'. Recall that HAo is a 
faithful functor on dlS~(A °) (Lemma 2.4(f)). Thus, f and g are monomorphisms 
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in ~//~(A°) since f '  and g' are injections. To prove that f and g are epimorphisms 
in ~//~(A°), it suffices to prove that HAO(B ') is Q2-torsion free for each B' in 
~//~(A°). (For then the dual to the previous line shows f and g are epimorphisms.) 
But given an object B' of ~//~(A°), there is a monomorphism j :B'-*(A°) n for 
some integer n > 0. (B' is a direct summand of some A n which is margimorphic to 
(A°) n in ~(A°) . )  Thus, H,4o(j):HAo(B)-~HAo(A°) n is an injection. Since 
Hao(A°)=End~(A°), HAO(B') is a Q2-torsion free module, and f ,g are bimor- 
phisms in J//~(A°). By Lemma 2.4(c), ¢/{~(A °) = ~(A  2) = ~'~(A),  so f and g 
are bimorphisms in d/~(A) as required. 
Conversely, there is an object A' of ~(A)  such that B is a direct summand of A' 
and A' is margimorphic to A in ¢//(A). Let f :  B ~D and g: D ~B be bimorphisms 
in ~g~(A)/~g(A). Then gf  is a bimorphism in ~g~(A)/~I(A)= ~g~(A')/~(A'). 
Let B' be a complementary summand of B in A' and let 1 = Is,. Because the direct 
sum of bimorphisms is a bimorphism, g f~ l  :A '~A'  is a bimorphism in 
~ll~(A')/~tl(A'), i.e., gft~ 1 is a regular endomorphism of A'. By Corollary l(b) 
to Lemma 2.6, QA is also the Classical right ring of quotients of End~e(A'). 
Thus, gft~ 1 is a unit of Q,4. Note then that QHA,(gf~ 1) is an automorphism 
of QHA,(A') = QA. Because QHA,(gfO) 1) = QH,¥(gf) O) QHA,(1), and because 
gf:B~B, QHA,(gf) is an automorphism of QHA,(B ). As in Lemma 2.4(e), 
QHA,(g):QHA,(D)~QH,¥(B) is an isomorphism of right QA-modules. Use 
Theorem 2.7 to complete the proof. 
(b) As in the above paragraph, bimorphisms f :B~D and g:D-*B lift to a 
regular endomorphism gf(~) 1 of A'. By Proposition 3.3(e), 3.3(d), f is a monomor- 
phism in ~(A ' )  = ~g(A). Similarly, g is a monomorphism in ~g(A). Since gf and 
fg are obviously regular maps, (f, g) is a margimorphism pair in ~(A) .  [] 
Theorem 3.4 demonstrates a relationship between margimorphism and isomor- 
phism in ~-QA-  This relationship is sharply defined when the ring QA is left 
perfect. 
.Corollary 1. Let A be a right Ore object of the additive category ~4{, and 
assume QA is left perfect. Let B and D be objects of ~41~(A)A4{(A). Then 
QHA(B)=QHA(D) in ~41~-Q, 4 iff B is margimorphic to D in ~4I(A). 
Proof. Let Q=QA and Qn=Mn(Q). Use Lemma 2.4(b) to choose an integer n>0 
such that B and D are marginal summands of A n in ~(A) .  Then Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 3.1 shows Qn is the classical fight ring of quotients of End~(A n) = 
Mn(End~(A)). Note Qn is left perfect. By [14], Qn has property (.). 
Assume QHA(B)=QH,4(D ) in ~/ /~-Q.  An application of *~nC,~A) Q n pro- 
duces an isomorphism QHA,(B )= QttA,(D ) in ,.gl~-Qn. By Theorem 3.4(b), B is 
margimorphic to D in ~//(A n) = ~//(A) (Proposition 3.3(b)). 
Conversely, assume B is margimorphic to D in ~(A) ,  and let (f:B-*D, 
g:D--,B) be a margimorphism pair. Then g/':B-*B is a unit of the left perfect, 
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classical right ring of quotients of End~(B), EndQ(QHa(B)) (Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 3.1). As in Lemma 2.4(e), QHA(g) is an isomorphism of right Q. 
modules. [] 
4. Generalized ~, .~ 
In this section begins the application of the results of the previous ections to an 
extension of the Jonsson-Reid Theorem to modules over more general rings. Thus, 
throughout Section 4, A is a right Ore object of the module category ,a~, QA is the 
classical right ring of quotients of End~(A), and assume QA has property (.) (see 
Section 3). Theorem 4.1 shows that QHA: ~(A) /c l l (A) -~f f~(Qa)  is a partial 
category equivalence. Since QA is a quotient ring, fC~(Q,4) is the category of cyclic 
projective right QA-modules. This exp!ains the existence of direct decompositions 
of QA in terms of marginal decompositions of A. Moreover, Theorem 4.1 in con- 
junction with Theorem 3.4 is an extension of Reid's argument in [12] to a noncom. 
mutative setting. Subsequent results show that ~(Q,4) is partially equivalent to 
certain full subcategories of ,~(A) under assumptions on QA. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a right Ore object of the module category ~4g and assume 
QA has property (,). 
(a) I f  P is a cyclic projective right QA-module, then P=QHA(B) for some 
marginal summand B of A in ~(A) .  
(b) QHA : f~(A) /~(A)~ ~(QA)  is a partial category equivalence. 
Proof.  Let e be an idempotent of QA such that P=-eQA. Several lemmas make the 
proof easier to digest. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume Q has property (,) and let Q be a right localization of  the sub- 
ring R. Let e be a nonzero idempotent of  Q. Then there is an element c of  R such 
that c is a unit of  Q and ec = ce is an element of  R. 
Proof.  Let ~ = {d in R I dQ = Q}. Then • is the set of units of Q contained in R 
and there is a natural isomorphism R~ _---Q. Choose a d in • such that ed is an 
element of R. Let M= edR ~ (1 - e)dR and note dR ~ M~ R. Since d is a unit of Q, 
(Me_ R ,d :R~M)  is a margimorphism pair in ¢ /¢~-R.  Let S=EndR(M) and note 
that Q is a right localization of S in which d is a unit (Lemma 2.6(c)). By Lemma 
2.6(b), dS is a subset of R, and evidently e is in S. Property (,) implies that ed2Se 
contains a unit of eQe. Let ed2d'e be this unit, d' in S. Similarly, there is a d" 
in S such that (1 -e)d2d"(1-e)  is a unit of (1 -e )Q(1-e)  and an element of 
(1-e)d2S(1-e) .  By the choice of d and because dS is a subset of R, c= 
[ed][dd'e] + [(1 - e)d][dd"(1 - e)] is an element of R. Since ece and [1 - e]c[1 - e] are 
units of eQe and (1 -e)Q(1 -e )  respectively, it is easily shown that c is a unit of Q. 
Evidently, ec = ce, so the proof is complete. [] 
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I~mma 4.3. Under the hypotheses o f  Theorem 4.1, let B be a subobject of  A" for 
some integer n>0, and let p :Am~B be a epimorphism in all(A). Then QHA in- 
duces an embedding End~(B)-~EndQA(QHA(B)). 
proof. Let h :B- ,B  be a map in d¢ such that QHA(h)=O. Then QH,~,(h)=O. 
Thus, for all maps d: Am--*B, hd is a QA-torsion element. Since 
HAm(B)C_HAm(An), HAm(B) is QA-torsion free. That is hHAm(B)=(O). Since 
p : A m ~ B is an epimorphism, h= O. [] 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.1, use Lemma 4.2 to choose a regular ele- 
ment c of End~(A) such that ec = ce is an element of End.~(A), where eQA =P. Let 
B=ec(A), D=(1 -e)c(A), and let A'=B@D,  the external direct sum of B and D. 
Let f :  A ~A '  and g: A'~A be defined as f(x) = (ec(x), (1 - e)c(x)) for x in A and 
g(x,y) =x+y for (x,y) in A'. To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1(a), it suffices 
to prove (f,g) is a margimorphism pair in d/(A). For in this case, B is then a 
marginal summand of A in d~(A) and P=eQA=ecQHA(A) c QHA(B). (ec(A)=B.) 
Because (1-e)CQAC_QHA(D) and since ec+(1-e)c=c is a unit of QA, 
p---QHA(B). The following lemma collects the technical problems in proving (f, g) 
is a margimorphism. 
Lemma 4.4. Under the assumptions of  Theorem 4.1 and the above notation, 
(a) A' is an object of  all(A). 
(b) f and g are monomorphisms in ¢¢¢(A). 
(c) QHA(fg) is a unit of  EndQA(QHA(A')). 
Proof. (a) Let h : A'--,A be a map such that 1 ® h = 0 in QA (~ndat(A) Hom~(A', A). 
Then 1 ® hp = 0 in QA ®~nd~(A) Hom~¢( A2, A) where p : A 2 -~A' is the obvious sur- 
jection. By Proposition 3.3(c), A 2 is A-torsion free, so hp =0 = h. That is, A'  is an 
object of ~4¢(A). 
(b) For x in A, gf(x)=ec(x)+(1-e)c(x)=c(x). By Proposition 3.3(e), gf=c is a 
rnonomorphism in de(A). Thus, f i s  a monomorphism in de(A). Now, let h : X~A'  
be a map in d/(A) such that gh=O. Then h(X) is a subset of kerg= {(x ; -x ' )  [x' 
in BND}. Let rt :A ' - ,A  be projection onto B or D. Then for x in X, 
f nh(x) = (ec(rrh(x)), (1 - e)c(lrh(x))) = (cex; c(1 - e)x') = 0 
where x'= lth(x) is an element of B= ec(A) and D= (1-e)c(A). Because f is a 
monomorphism in ~(A) ,  and since nh is a map in J / (A) ,  nh=0.  Because n was 
arbitrary, h = 0. That is, g is a monomorphism in ,Ag(A). 
(c) By Lemma 2.4(e), QHA(g]") is an isomorphism in ,~41~-QA. Thus, QHA(g) 
is a surjection. Since g is a monomorphism in d/(A) (part Co)), QHA(g) is an 
isomorphism. It follows that QHA(f) is an isomorphism, and so QHA(fg)= 
QHA(f)QHA(g) is a unit of End@A(QHA(A')). [] 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.4(b), f and g are monomorphisms in ~4{(A)I 
g f= c is regular by the choice of c and fg is regular since QHA(fg) is a unit of 
EndQA(QHA(A')). (Use Lemma 4.3.) Thus, A is margimorphic to A' in ~4{(A). 
This proves part (a). Part (b) is then immediate. [] 
When QA is semi-local, ~(QA) is partially equivalent to a full subcategory of
,~  (A ) / ,~  (A ). 
Corollary 1. Let A be a right Ore object of the module category ~41 and assume for 
each positive integer n, Mn(QA ) has property (,) (e.g., if QA is semi-local). Then, 
there is a full subcategory g~ of ~4{~(A)/~t{(A) such that QHA : ~ ~ ~(QA) is a 
partial category equivalence. 
Proof. Let ~' be the full subcategory of ~4{~(A)/~(A) whose object class consists 
of those B for which QHA(B) is a finitely generated projective fight QA-module. 
By Lemma 2.4(f), QHA : ~-~ ~(QA) is faithful, so it suffices to prove each object 
P of ~(QA) is of the form QHA(B) for some B of ~. 
Let P be a summand of Q,~, and let e be an idempotent of Mn(QA) such that 
eQ,~=P. Identify End~(A n) with the subfing Mn(End~(A)) of Mn(QA). Then 
M,(QA) is a localization of End.~(An). By Lemma 4.2, there is a regular c in 
End.~(A n) such that cMn(QA)=Mn(QA) and ec=ce is an element of End~(A"). Let 
B =ecA', D = (1 - e)cA n, and let A' = B ~ D. As in Lemma 4.4, A' is margimorphic 
to A n in ~4t(A n) = ~(A)  (Proposition 3.3(b)). Thus, B is a marginal summand of 
A n in ~ft'(A), and so B is an object of ~tI~(A)A4{(A). Finally, there are iso- 
morphisms P= eQ~ = ecQ~ =_ ecQHA (A) = eQHA (A') = QHA (B) since B = eA'. [] 
If QA is left perfect, the category g' of Corollary 1 is ,at{,.~'(A)l,~l{(A). 
Corollary 2. Let A be a right Ore object of  the module category ¢1{ and assume QA 
is left perfect. Then QH,4:~I{~(A)/~(A)~(QA) is a partial category equi- 
valence. 
Proof. By Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1, QHA(B) is an object of ~(QA) for each 
object B of ~II~(A)A4{(A). Thus, ¢ll~(A)/vl{(A)= ~ where ~ is the category 
given in the previous corollary. Since left perfect rings are semi-local, the above 
corollary applies to prove QHA : ¢tl~(A)A41(A)-* ~(QA) is a partial category equi- 
valence. [] 
Corollary 3. Let A be a right Ore object of the module category ~ and assume QA 
is left perfect. Then QHA provides a one-to-one correspondence b tween the iso- 
morphism classes of  finitely generated projective right QA-mOdules and the 
margimorphism classes in ~(A)  of  marginal summands of  finite direct sums of 
copies of A. 
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5. Applications to decompositions of modules 
Given a right Ore object A of the module category ~,  the results of this section 
give margimorphism versions of the KruU-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem, the 
Jonsson-Reid Theorem, and an exchange result from [3]. A classification of those 
modules possessing semi-prime, right Goldie endomorphism rings is given, as well 
as a new proof of a result due to Goldie [8], Jategaonkar [10], and Zelmanowitz 
[17]. A discussion of the indecomposability of modules is prerequisite. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a right Ore object of the module category ~,  and assume QA 
is semi-perfect. The following are equivalent: 
(a) QA is a local ring; 
(b) The nonregular elements of End~(A) form an ideal; 
(c) I f  A' is margimorphic to A in ~tl, then A' is directly indecomposable in ~.  
Proof. (a)= (b). Assume QA is a local ring and let J be the intersection of J(QA) 
with End~(A). Then J is an ideal of End~(A). Since QA is the classical right ring 
of quotients of Endue(A), J is a set of nonregular elements of QA. (JQA ~ J(QA).) 
Given x not in J, then x is not in J(QA). Thus x is a unit of QA, implying J is the 
ideal of nonregular elements of End.c(A). 
(b) = (a). Let J be the ideal of nonregular elements of End~(A). Let x be an ele- 
ment of QA not in JQA. There is a regular c in End~(A) such that xc is in 
Endue(A). Since x is not in JQA, xc is not in J. Thus, xc is regular in End~(A). 
Hence (xc)c -n is a unit of QA. That is QA is a local ring and J(QA)=JQA. 
(a) = (c). Let A'  be margimorphic to A and assume QA is local. Then A' is a right 
Ore object of ~ ,  and QA,= QA is a local ring. Thus, End~c(A') is without non- 
trivial idempotents, o A is directly indecomposable. 
(c) = (a). Say QA is not local. Since QA is semi-perfect, there is a nonzero, proper 
summand P of QA. By Theorem 4.1 (b), there is a proper marginal summand B of 
A with QHA(B)=P. The existence of such a B shows (c) does not hold. [] 
In the above proof, (a)~, (b) is known when A is a ring. The proof given shows 
that for general right Ore modules, (a)~, (b)= (c). However, (c)= (a) does not hold 
in general as the following example shows. Let A = EndA (A)--QA = Z6 @~ (?6 where 
Z~ is the integers localized at the ideal (6) and Ce = Z/6Z. The multiplication on A 
is (a, b)(c,d)= (ac, ad+ bc). Then A is a semi-local, not semi-perfect ring with 
J(A) = (6)(~ C6. Note AA is indecomposable. Also, since A is a quotient ring, a 
margimorphism f :  A ~A '  is an isomorphism in ,M~-A .  Thus, Lemma 5. l(c) 
holds, i.e., (c) does not imply (a) even for semi-local rings. The similarities between 
strongly indecomposable abelian groups and the conditions of Lemma 5. l are the 
key to generalizing the Jonsson-Reid Theorem. 
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Definition 5.2. An object A of the additive category J /  is called marginally in. 
decomposable if each object margimorphic to A in ~'(A) is directly indecom. 
posable. Call A totally indecomposable if the nonregular elements of End~(A) 
form an ideal (see Lemma 5.1). 
Theorem 5.3. Let A be a right Ore object of  the module category ~ and assume 
QA is semi-perfect. 
(a) There are objects B1, ...,Bt of  ,tt(A) such that A is margimorphic to 
B 1 ~. . .  ~ B t in ~tt(A). 
(b) I f  A is margimorphic to D1 O)"" (~Ds for objects D i of  ,tt(A) for which 
QH, a(Di) is an indecomposable projective right QA-module, then s= t and there is 
a permutation a of  { 1,..., t} such that Di is margimorphic to B~ti) in ,tI(A). 
(c) I f  B is an object of  the category ~ described in Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.1, 
then B is margimorphic in ,tt(A) to a finite direct sum of copies of  objects of 
...,s,}. 
Proof. (a) Since QA is semi-perfect, there are indecomposable projective right Q,4- 
modules Pl, . . . ,Pt and an isomorphism of QA-modules QA=PI~. . .GPt  . 
By Theorem 4.1, there are Bi of ff~(A) such that Pi=QHA(Bi) in ~ 'Q,4  
for each i. The additivity of QHA implies QA = QHA(BI ~ .." O Bt). Since QA = 
QHA(A), A is margimorphic to B1 O)"" @Bt in ~(A)  (Theorem 3.4(b)). 
(b) If A is margimorphic toD l ~)--- ~) D s = A" in Jg(A), then QH A (A) =_ QHA (A') 
by Lemma 2.4(e). Since QHA(Di) is indecomposable in ~//~-Q,4, the Krull- 
Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem shows that s= t and there is a permutation a of 
{ 1, ..., t} such that QHA(Di)= QHA(B,,(i)) in ~//~-Q,4. (Lemma VIII.4.6 of [15] 
shows the endomorphism ring of an indecomposable projective over a semi-perfect 
ring is local.) Then Di is margimorphic to B,Tti) in ~(A)  by Theorem 3.4(b). 
(c) If B is an object of the category ff described in Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.1, 
then QHA(B) is a finitely generated projective right QA-module. By the Krull- 
Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem, QHA(B) is a finite direct sum of copies of objects of 
{QHA(BI), ..., QHA(Bt)}. Theorem 3.4(b) shows B has the required form. [] 
It is natural to ask if the objects Bi of Theorem 5.3 need be marginally indecom- 
posable. The following example shows this is not the case even for semi-perfect tings 
in which the Jacobson radical is a set of zero divisors. 
Example 5.4. Let R be a local integral domain with quotient field FaR and let S 
be the subring of FxF  generated by J (R)xJ(R) and (1, 1)R. Then S is a local ring 
with classical ring of quotients FxF  and S/J(S)=-R/J(R). If r~:0 is in R, then (r,r) 
is a regular element of FxF .  Thus, if r is in J(R), then 
(j : J(R) x J(R) ~ S, r : J(R) x J(R) --+ S) 
is a margimorphism pair in ~4/~-S. Let Q be the ring of formal matrices 
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Then it is straightforward to prove that Q is a semiperfect ring with Jacobson radical 
those matrices of the form 
(: °0) 
where s is in J(S) and s' is in S/J(S). Note J(Q) is a set of zero divisors of Q. Since 
Q/j(Q)---S/J(S) × S/J(S) is semi-simple, Q is a quotient ring. However, the right 
Q-module S has nontrivial marginal summand J(R) in dC~-Q.  Thus, with A = Q 
and B1 = S, one sees that the B i of Theorem 5.3 need not be marginally indecom- 
posable. Note, however, that J(R) is not an object of dC~(Q). 
Under the assumption that QA is left perfect, the B1 in Theorem 5.3 are totally 
indecomposable. Theorem 5.5 is the promised extension of the Jonsson-Reid 
Theorem to a noncommutative s tting. 
Theorem 5.5. Let A be a right Ore object of the module category ~ and assume 
QA is left perfect. 
(a) There are totally indecomposable right Ore objects Bl,. . . ,  Bt of  ~¢( such that 
A is margimorphic to B 1 ~. . .  ~Bt .  
09) I f  B is an object of  d¢~(A) /~(A) ,  then B is margimorphic to a finite direct 
sum of copies of  objects of  {Bl,.. . ,  Bt}. 
(c) I f  A is a margimorphic to D1 ~ ' "  @ Dsfor some marginally indecomposable 
objects Di o f  ~ ,  then s = t and there is a permutation a of  { 1,..., t } such that D i 
is margimorphic to Baci) in all(A). 
Proof. (a) Theorem 5.3(a) chooses the B i so  that QHA(Bi) is an indecomposable 
projective right QA-module. Then EndQA(QHA(Bi)) is a left perfect, local ring. By 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 5.1, Bi is totally indecomposable. 
(b) Theorem 5.3(c). 
(c) Given such a marginally indecomposable object Di, Corollary 2 to Theorem 
4.1 shows that QHA(Di) is indecomposable in ~-QA.  Thus, Theorem 5.3(b) ap- 
plies. [] 
Several results similar to the Azumaya Exchange Lemma can be demonstrated. 
Corollary 1. Let A be a right Ore object of the module category ~ and assume QA 
is left perfect. Let B be an object o f  dl~(A)A4t'(A). 
(a) I f  B is totally indecomposable, then B is a marginal summand of  A in ~(A) .  
(b) I f  B is a totally indecomposable marginal summand of  A in all(A), and if  A 
is margimorphic to B '@B W in d#(A), then B is a marginal summand of  B' or B n 
in ~(A) .  
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(c) I f  B" and B ~ are objects o f  ~(A) /c t l (A )  such that B@B" is margimorphic 
to BO)B" in ~(A) ,  then B' is margimorphic to B". 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 5.5(c), B is one of the Bi, i = 1,..., t (or at least margimor. 
phic to one of them in ~(A)) .  
(b) Theorem 5.5, parts (b) and (c). 
(c) BO)B' and B(~B" are right Ore by Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1. Now use 
Theorem 5.5(c). [] 
Of course the category ~ might be o~: the category of abelian groups. Thus, 
Theorem 5.5 represents an extension of the Jonsson-Reid Theorem to possibly mix. 
ed abelian groups. Because margimorphism of torsion free finite rank abelian 
groups is quasi-isomorphism, 
Corollary 2 (Jonsson-Reid). Let A be a torsion free finite rank abelian group. Then 
A is quasi-isomorphic to BI ~ ... ~ Bt for some strongly indecomposable torsion 
free abelian groups BI,... ,Bt. The quasi-isomorphism classes of  the Bi as well as 
their multiplicities in {B1, ..., Bt} are invariant for  A. 
Proof. The quasi-endomorphism ring QEndz(A) is a finite ~-algebra nd is thus 
an Artinian ring. This ring is formed by localizing at the set of nonzero integers, 
so A is a right Ore group for which Q,4 = ~Endz(A) is left perfect. Thus, Theorem 
5.5 holds. [] 
It might be of interest hat margimorphism can imply isomorphism even under 
nontrivial settings (i.e., when some margimorphisms are not isomorphisms). By 
making a minor, (and obvious), modification in a result of [3], one can prove an 
exchange result. 
Corollary 3. Let A be a right Ore object of  the module category ~4l and assume QA 
is left perfect. Assume A = Bt~D = C1 O) C2 and that i f  B' and D' are marginal 
summands o f  B and D respectively, then B" is not margimorphic to D' in ~41(A). 
(a) A = B O) D1 O) I)2 for  some D i <_ Ci, i = 1, 2. 
(b) I f  B--C1, then D=C2. 
Proof. Use the proof given in Theorem 9.11 of [2] substituting margimorphism for 
quasi-isomorphism. [] 
The next result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a module to have a 
semi-prime right Goldie endomorphism ring. This is a converse to the results of Sec- 
tion 4. 
Theorem 5.6. Let A be an object o f  the module category ~4t. Then End~(A)/s a 
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semiprime right Goldie ring if f  A is margimorphic to 
A'= Bf '  ... Bf '  
in J I  (A ), where el,..., e t are positive integers and the B i are totally indecomposable 
objects for which Endue(B/) is a right Ore domain while Hom~(Bi, Bj)=O for  i ~j, 
i= l,...,t. 
Proof. Assume A is margimorphic toA' in ~4/(A). By Corollary l(b) to Lernma 2.6, 
there is no loss of generality in assuming A =A'. Because Hom.c(Bi, Bj)= 0 for 
i:/:j, 
End~(A) _= End.c(B~' ) x--. x End~(Bf' ).
Recall the isomorphism End~(Be)=Me(End,~(B)) for objects B and positive in- 
tegers e. Since End~(Bi) is a right Ore domain, Bi is a right Ore object and QB~ 
(denoted as Qi) is a division ring. By Corollary l(b) to Theorem 3.1, Met (Qi) is the 
classical right ring of quotients of End~(Be~). Thus 
O=Me,(Q1) x... xMe,(gt) 
is the classical right ring of quotients of End~(A). Since Q is clearly semi-simple, 
End.c(A) is semi-prime right Goldie by Goldie's Theorem. 
Conversely, assume Encl~(A) is semi-prime right Goldie, and let Q be the semi- 
simple quotient ring. By Theorem 5.5, A is margimorphic toB 1 ~ ... O)B t for some 
totally indecomposable right Ore objects B1,..., Bt. Assume B1 is not margimorphic 
to Bj. Then QHA(BI) is not isomorphic to QHA(Bj) in ~41~-Q (Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 3.4). By Theorem 5.5, QHA(Bl) and QHA(Bj) are simple Q-modules. (Right 
Q-modules are injective.) Thus, by Shur's lemma, HomQ(QHA(BI) , QHA(Bj) ) = O. 
By Lemma 2.4(f), Hom~(Bl, Bj)=0. Group margimorphism classes and use 
Lemma 2.4Co) to complete the proof. [] 
An application of Theorem 5.9 is a different proof of a result due to Goldie, 
Jategaonkar, and Zelmanowitz. 
Corollary 1 ([8], [10], [17]). Let R be a semi-prime right Goldie ring with classical 
right ring of  quotients Q. Let M be an R-submodule of  a finitely generated free R- 
module F. 
(a) M is a marginal summand of F. 
Co) EndQ(M~RQ) is the semi-simple classical right ring of quotients of 
EndR(M). 
(c) The right Goldie dimensions of  M in ~4I~-R and EndR(M) in ~9~-  
EndR(M) are equal. 
Proof. (a) Choose a submodule M' of F such that M+M" is direct and essential in 
F. Let j :M(~)M'--*F be the inclusion map. Let {xl,. . . ,xt} be a basis of F. By 
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Goldie's Theorem, each essential right ideal of R contains a regular element of R. 
Since Mt~M'  is essential in F, there is a right essential right ideal I of R such 
that xilc_R, i.e., there is a regular c in R such that xic is in R for each i. Let 
f : F - ,x l cRt~. . .~xtcR  c M' be the injection defined by f(xi)=Xi¢. Then f(F)is 
essential in M~M'  and j (M(~M')  is essential in F, so cokerf  and cokerj are 
singular modules. Because F is nonsingular, f and j are epimorphisms in the 
category of nonsingular right R-modules. Thus, (f, j) is a margimorphism pair in 
• ~-R .  Hence M is a marginal summand of F. 
(b) By part (a), M is a marginal summand of F. Thus, Corollary l(b) to 
Theorem 3.1 shows EndR(M)= EndR(HR(M)) has classical fight ring of quotients 
EndQ(QHR(M))---EndQ(M®R Q). Since M®R Q is then a finitely generated semi- 
simple module over Q, EndQ(M®R Q) is a semi-simple ring. 
(c) By part (b), EndR(M) is semi-prime, fight Goldie. Thus, Theorem 5.6 ap- 
plies. Now the totally indecomposable marginal summands of M are uniform fight 
R-submodules of M by part (a). By considering the proof of Theorem 5.6, it is clear 
that M and EndR(M ) have right Goldie dimension el +--" + et where the e i are 
defined in Theorem 5.6. [] 
The paper ends with some open questions. 
(1) Is it possible to extend Lemma 2.6 to include localizations other than fight 
Ore localizations? 
(2) Are there examples of rings not having property (,)? 
(3) What conditions on A guarantee that marginal summands of A are right Ore 
objects? 
(4) Is it possible to extend the equivalence of Theorem 4.1 beyond the category 
~(QA)? 
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